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Introduction

disruptiveOps is a boutique consulting firm focused on
providing disruptive tools to organizations responsible for
large and complex software solutions. Unlike other Agile-Lean
tools on the market, ours are centered around a single theme
which is to provide quantifiable data for organizational
leadership to attain insights and plans of action for immediate
impact.

Federal agencies have made significant investments in
transitioning from Waterfall to Agile-driven methodologies,
most of these efforts have not maximized proficiency and costcutting returns due to inconsistencies implementing Agile.
While some have succeeded, many Agile coaching contractors
have just not delivered in catalyzing successful federal
transitions to Agile best practices. In some cases, the vendors
are insufficient; in others, agency institutional barriers get in
the way. The limits of training and coaching are clear, therefore
disruptiveOps sought new ways to solve federal Agile and
DevSecOps inefficiencies.

Seeing the best and worst of Agile coaching, disruptiveOps
decided to test a new path, namely tool-based support for
software product development that uncovers process
inefficiencies, provides solutions, and quantifies the results. No
other tools like these exists on the market. With disruptiveOps,
agencies can shift focus from managing to continuous delivery.

Lifecycle Sleuth

The Lifecycle Sleuth is the most innovative find-and-fix
business tool for Agile / DevSecOps communities on the
market. Our patent- pending analysis engine goes beyond
assessment by analyzing your current build, test, delivery, and
release processes to provide real-time findings of cost, waste,
risks, and opportunities for improvement.

About disruptiveOps
Year Created – 2012

State of Incorporation – Wyoming
Veteran Owned Business

DUNS Number – 078633113
NAICS Codes
511210
541511
541512
541611
541614
541690
5417

541990
611420
611430

Software Publisher
Customer Computer
Programming Services
Computer Systems Design
Service
Administrative Management and
General Management Consulting
Services
Process, Physical Distribution
and Logistics Consulting Services
Other Scientific and Technical
Consulting Services
Scientific Research and
Development
Other Professional, Scientific, and
Technical Services
Computer Training
Professional and Management
Development Training

As organizational transformations to Agile / DevSecOps requires years to realize and a huge investment,
federal organizations can use the Lifecycle Sleuth to constantly provide high impact insights and
lightweight resolutions.

Clients Benefit When Software Engineers
Benefit

Software engineers appreciate the Lifecycle Sleuth
because it helps eliminate, automate, and reduce the
non-coding activities like testing, delivering, and
releasing. These non-coding activities can absorb 54% of
their time, representing significant potential waste.1
With the Lifecycle Sleuth, software engineers can refocus on coding, streamlining their work and
focusing on what they are good at. Agencies save money and receive software products faster, while
engineers experience increased job satisfaction. Win-Win.
Krill, Paul. “Software engineers spend lots of time not building software.” InfoWorld, April 8, 2013, last accessed Nov 11, 2017,
https://www.infoworld.com/article/2613762/application-development/software-engineers-spend-lots-of-time-not-building-software.html
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Complement to Agile / DevSecOps Coaching

Agile and DevSecOps coaches are empowered by the Lifecycle Sleuth as they finally have dashboards and
reports necessary to help organizations more quickly deliver highly reliable and compliant software
solutions. Agencies will also benefit as they will need fewer Agile and Technical Coaches upfront and
reduce the overall timeline to keep them.

Walter

Walter allows you to easily and quickly document governance and guidance for all the
operational “things” leadership, management, teams, and people care so they know
what’s expected from them. Knowing expectations has proven to be a major element
for team and individual satisfaction and performance. Operationally, the entire
organization becomes more higher performing with less cost, waste, and
risk while witnessing more frequent delivery of value.

If you already employed or about to employ popular team frameworks (Scrum,
eXtreme Programming (XP), Kanban, etc.) or multi-team frameworks (Scaled
Agile Framework (SAFe), Large Enterprise Scrum (LeSS), Scrum@Scale, etc.) then
Walter is ideal to get started. Walter has already been trained on these popular
frameworks, so you immediately have insights and suggestions for improvement.

Lagging Insights

disruptiveOps built Lagging Insights to support our coaches and the organizations, we were serving,
with meaningful measures & metrics that we could not attain from tools like Jira, VersionOne, Planview,
Rally, etc. Our customers liked our internal solution so much that
we decided to take it to market.
Lagging Insights is unique because it provides grading for teams as
well as programs so those using multi-team frameworks can get an
entire overview of insights and drill down as needed. Lagging Insights
also includes Artificial Intelligence so users can attain on- demand
relevant learning opportunities to improve.

Patented Technology – Waste, Opportunities for Improvement, and Risk Engine

At the heart of our products is our patent-pending web-based solution the Waste, Opportunities for
Improvement, and Risk Engine (WORE). The WORE provides real-time analysis of how your
organization works. based on data-driven rules influenced by Agile, Lean, eXtreme Programming (XP) as
well as DevSecOps concepts and practices like Continuous Integration, Continuous Delivery /
Deployment, Continuous Testing, and Continuous Monitoring.

A Disruptive Approach to Software Delivery
Simply put, the WORE is a revolutionary tool for
organizations seeking to adopt a true Agile /
DevSecOps Software Delivery Lifecycle (SDLC)
because it removes much of the judgement and
biases from those responsible to optimize
processes. There is no other tool that systemically
provides opinions and considerations for SDLC
activities as well as those missing or likely
sequenced improperly into an actionable plan.

Once implemented, your organization will reduce
waste, risks, and cost while delivering more value
more quickly. Simultaneously, your organization will observe an increase in team and individual
satisfaction because of the elimination / reduction of mundane and repetitive activities.
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Currently, the WORE can identify over 600
risks and over 1,000 opportunities for
improvement, and that figure continues to
increase as our Agilists, engineers, and
customers identify new scenarios to evaluate
for. and incorporate logic for new no additional
cost to clients. As new tools, processes, rules,
regulations, and industry best practices
emerge, our team of experts on the frontlines
are there to identify, document, and
incorporate into the WORE. Please note that
you will always receive free updates to the
WORE.

Assessments

The key to Agile or DevSecOps is identifying the
3-Is; Issues, Inefficiencies, and Influences that
affect culture, processes, and tools.

Our assessment framework encompasses the 3Is as they relate to people, processes, and tools
across your agency for baselining and
documentation of initial findings.
Upon start of each assessment, disruptiveOps
immediately establishes a backlog of findings
for an actionable plan.
As we discover findings we continue to add to
our backlog and prioritize / sequence what we
believe would be least risk yet impactful.

At the conclusion of our assessment we
collaborate with agency leadership to present
our findings and utilize feedback to build plans
of actions.

disruptiveOps serves as an objective party with no preconceived notions, as each agency represents a
unique situation. We base our approach from principles and values, engineering practices, and
deployment throughput.
From this perspective, disruptiveOps will identify waste, risks, issues, and opportunities for
improvement across the enterprise.
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Transformations

disruptiveOps has led or participated in
Agile / DevSecOps transformations in
many agencies so we are well versed on
the unique challenges and constraints of
government organizations.

We have experience with numerous
highly regulated agencies and industries
such as defense, health, energy, banking,
telecommunication, and transportation
so we are an ideal partner.

disruptiveOps has a defined approach for
helping governments transform into a
truly Agile culture. Recognizing each
agency has unique situations,
circumstances, and priorities, we will
collaborate to set expectations and tailor a
roadmap to achieve a successful
transformation without compromising
leadership priorities and external
requirements.

After a quick but rigorous assessment,
disruptiveOps will collaborate with
leadership and stakeholders to develop a
transformation roadmap, execute it, and
measure success along the way. The
immediate goal is to empower leadership
and stakeholders to influence positive
change in culture, processes, and tools.

Throughout the transformation journey, disruptiveOps collaborates on the measures and metrics to
recognize opportunities for improvement and installs processes, tools, and skills to positively influence this
change. The final goal is for the client organization to have the capability for continuing
transformation without disruptiveOps, as that is the true measure of an Agile organization.
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Coaching
disruptiveOps has the ideal executive, enterprise, team, and engineering coaches for large heavily
regulated organizations like government, defense, health, telecommunication, banking, and
transportation. Our coaches know more than theory – they understand your typical constraints and
culture too.

DevSecOps Coaching

disruptiveOps’s DevSecOps coaches have the breadth and depth of experience of Agile, Lean, and
technical perspectives as well as team and enterprise coaching experience to conduct DevSecOps
transformations. Our coaches create and assist change agents to adopt the culture, tools, and processes the
organization needs to become highly efficient with the continual release of high-quality software.
Daily DevSecOps coaching activities may include the following:
• Planning and executing on the DevSecOps Transformation roadmap
• Providing clear understanding of Continuous Integration, Continuous Delivery, Continuous
Deployment, and Continuous Measurement.
• Providing suggestions for improvement, such as new approaches, concepts, and techniques
• Developing a supportive training plan (goals, concepts, tools, and skills)
• Collaborating with teams to continually discuss relevancy with patterns, practices, governance,
standards, and supportive tooling
• Helping teams collect and codify existing patterns & practices
• Helping teams with setting up working environment (access rights, tooling, etc.)
• Helping teams document and maintain their AS-IS delivery and deployment processes
• Helping teams document and manage their risks and impediments
• Helping teams identify risks and wastes in their delivery and deployment processes
• Helping teams facilitate Continuous Inspect & Adapt events

Agile Enterprises Coaching

Enterprise coaches work with organizational leadership and management (at all levels), support teams, and
team coaches with an initial goal to start aligning strategy and execution. Continuous improvement
practices co-developed during the initial stage will help the organization achieve a final goal of making the
organization truly self-sustaining with Agile / DevSecOps.

Daily Agile Enterprise coaching activities may include the following:
• Providing clear understanding of Agile, Lean, and DevSecOps principles and values
• Providing clear understanding of Agile program and portfolio management
• Providing clear understanding of the need for tooling and approach consistency
• Providing suggestions on new approaches, concepts, and techniques
• Working with organization leadership/management to enhance planning and governance
• Collaborating with other coaches in developing a supportive training plan (goals, concepts, tools,
and skills) for organizational leadership and management
• Collaborating with coaches to continually discuss relevancy of patterns, practices, governance,
standards, and supportive tooling
• Continually promoting Agile / Lean / DevSecOps values & principles
• Helping coaches identify risk and waste in their team’s processes (e.g. planning, coding, testing)
• Helping coaches facilitate Continuous Inspect & Adapt events for their teams
• Helping coaches document and manage their team norming documents (Team Working
Agreements, Definition of Ready, Definition of Done, etc.)
• Helping coaches document and manage their teams’ risks and impediments
• Helping coaches collect and codify existing patterns and practices with their teams
• Continually learning, testing, and implementing new concepts and techniques
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Agile Team Coaching
Team coaches help teams and individuals focus, rethink, and change the way they work while enterprise
coaches have the depth and breadth of experience to transform across the entire enterprise to include its
people, processes, and tools. disruptiveOps collaborates with client organizations in creating a coaching
capability that is self-sustaining and scalable while being able to fully support teams as well as the rest
of the enterprise.

With disruptiveOps, clients have access to some of the best team coaches in the industry as they are
experienced with the popular Agile frameworks and methods for teams as well as Agile-at-Scale. Our
coaches are hands-on, driven by the goal to mature individuals and teams to the point in which they are
truly self-managing and self-organizing.

Daily Agile team coaching activities may include the following:
• Providing clear understanding of Agile and Lean principles and values
• Providing suggestions on new approaches, concepts, and techniques
• Collaborating with other coaches in developing supportive training plans
• Collaborating with teams to continually discuss relevancy with patterns, practices, governance,
standards, and supportive tooling
• Working with individuals to instill a sense of responsibility
• Evolving the right culture for Agile / Lean / DevSecOps
• Helping teams identify risks and wastes in their planning, coding, testing, and delivery processes
• Helping teams facilitate Continuous Inspect and Adapt events
• Helping teams document and manage their norming documents (Team Working Agreements,
Definition of Ready, Definition of Done, etc.)
• Helping teams document and manage their risks and impediments
• Helping facilitate training events / workshops for Agile / Lean onboarding of team members
• Continually learning, testing, and implementing new concepts and techniques

Engineering Craftmanship Coaching

disruptiveOps coaches are unique as they are both Agilists and Technologists. They can help with
engineering, operations, and tooling needs so you can implement things like DevSecOps, Continuous
Integration, Continuous Delivery, etc.

Engineering Craftmanship coaching engagements are often short (6 to 12 months), as the goal is to empower
client teams with the knowledge and resources to continually improve on their own. However, disruptiveOps
can support longer or shorter engagements depending on the need. These engagements
typically focus on:
• Understanding of Current Practices and Why
• Understanding of Culture and Tooling
• Building Quality-In
• Test-First Mentality
• Defensive Coding
• Agile Coding
• Peer and Code Reviews
• Refactoring
• Integration Testing
• Static Code Analysis
• Collaboration and Transparency
• Continuous Integration
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Advisory Subscription Service
disruptiveOps understands the challenges that agencies may face when utilizing and managing popular Lean,
Agile, DevSecOps, and scaling frameworks. We also understand the difficulties that come with
transitioning and implementing change. Our subscription-based service aims to provide agencies with the
quickest and most direct approach to tackling any areas that need focus. The goal is to guide and
advise teams and personnel, based on their needs and issues, on ways to improve and become proficient, selfsustaining Agile teams and organization. Typically, our customers attain 1 to 4 hours a week, but we can scale
to meet your needs.

All Things DevSecOps, Agile, Lean, etc.

Whatever framework, tools, methods, or approaches an organization employs (or thinks they employ),
disruptiveOps can support with the experience and expertise to help organizations assess and develop a
transformation roadmap to get them where they want to go. Typical frameworks, tools, methods, and
approaches we can help with include:
Team
Frameworks

• XP
• Kanban
• Scrum
• ScrumBan

•
•
•
•
•

Scaling Framework
Large Enterprise Scrum
Nexus
Scaled Agile Framework
Scrum@Scale
Lightweight Delivery Framework ™

•
•
•
•

Tools
Jira/Confluence
Planview
Rally
VersionOne

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Concepts
Agile
DevSecOps
Lean
Lean Thinking
Risks
Software Factories
Waste

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Other Popular
Topics
Defect Management
Dependency
Management
Estimating
Metrics
Roadmapping
Story Writing
Lean Software
Development

Tailored to You
We understand the type and number of teams or organizations needs varies over time. Because of this,
disruptiveOps treats each client as a real partner and acts in their best interests.
Our tailored process contains just three (3) simple steps
1. Conduct a collaborative assessment
2. Discuss findings and opinions
3. Create an actionable plan

Training

Training across the organization establishes a common language and level-setting of expectations that is
required to align business value with execution efforts. In addition, disruptiveOps will also provide a
consistent approach for aligning the entire organization to principles and values so the organization, as a
whole, will become high performing.
Our array of certifications and courses are customizable to any organization’s needs for immediate
impact. Below are the different styles of training that we offer:
•
•
•
•

Workshops for organizations that want a more interactive, personalized engagement.
Boot Camp for organizations that want a high energy, fast-paced training event to help jumpstart
any change initiatives or implementation.
On-Demand training for organization that wants to leverage our learning experience platform
(NextThought) to provide action-based training courses or certification with proven high
retention rate.
Private or public instructor-led training that is highly tailorable - onsite, offsite, or virtual.
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Scaled Agile Framework

The Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe) is one of the more popular Agile at scale approaches. It is based on Lean
and Agile principles and strives to maintain the core values of Alignment, Transparency, Building Quality-In,
and Program Execution. Essentially, SAFe is a generic tailorable framework to align teams, programs, and the
enterprise to deliver value. disruptiveOps provides certified training, consulting, and coaching to federal
agencies seeking to employ the Scaled Agile Framework.
SAFe Certified Courses by Real SAFe Practitioners

Certified SAFe Training

ICAgile Certifications

ICAgile accredited courses meets a high level of standards by worldwide Agile leaders. As a Member
Training Organizations of ICAgile, we offer accredited courses in public and/or private setting that
leverages a rigorous vetting process to ensures what is presented remains relevant and can serve any
individual in any role.
Courses
Agile Coaching

Agile Team Facilitation

Agile Fundamentals

Summary
Develop an understanding of the professional coaching skillset and the value of
these skills to serve individuals on an Agile team.

Gain knowledge of facilitation tools and techniques to effectively design
meetings, workshops, and collaboration.

Learning and applying Agile principles and values to assorted frameworks and
roles within an organization.
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Available Courses
Engineering Agility
This course is beneficial to technologists wanting to remain relevant in the work force or needing a more
formal approach to develop their teams and organizations. In this course, we focus on Principles &
Values of Agile, DevSecOps, Lean, and Kanban and to provide greater impact, we also introduce key
engineering and architecture related concepts, practices, and techniques to build upon your engineer
skills. We offer this as a 1, 2, or 3-day course and awarding 8 PDUs per day.
This offering is ideally suited for those in roles like:
• C-Level, Executives, VPs, and Directors
• Portfolio, Program, and Project Managers
• Enterprise and System Architects
• Software Architects & Engineers
• Database Architects & Engineers
• DevSecOps Engineers
• Testers

Government Agility

This course is beneficial to anyone who will be working in an Agile environment or simply wants to
know more about it. We will focus on Principles & Values of Agile and Lean, and as a bonus, we will also
introduce other topics such as Kanban, Agile Planning and Budgeting, Building High-Performing Teams,
Roadmapping, Agile Risk and Requirements Management to generate an even greater impact within your
organization more quickly. We offer this as a 1, 2, or 3-day course and awarding 8 PDUs per day.
This offering is ideally suited for those in roles like:
• C-Level, Executives, Directors, etc.
• Portfolio, Program, and Project Managers
• Enterprise and System Architects
• Software Architects
• Database Architects
• Business & Systems Analysts

Business Agility

This course is beneficial for enterprise looking to attain Agility across the entire organization. Through
discussions, workshops, and games, you will learn about Agile Principles & Values as well as real-world
practices and techniques that will make your organization more effective. Beyond theory, we also introduce
other approaches like Lean, Kanban, Agile Planning, Agile Requirements Management,
Stakeholder Management, Roadmapping, and other popular frameworks.
This offering is ideally suited for those in roles like:
• C-Level, Executives, VPs, and Directors
• Portfolio, Program, and Project Managers
• Product and Product Line Management
• Enterprise, System, and Solution Architects
• Business / Systems Analysts

Database Agility

This course is beneficial to management and database professionals wanting to learn how to optimize
database engineering with Agile and Lean. This course focuses on how to utilize Agile & Lean
fundamentals in data modeling theory and application. We offer this as a 1-day course and award 8
learning credits PDUs.
This offering is ideally suited for those in roles like:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Database professionals
Management
Agile Coaches
Scrum Masters
Kanban Facilitators
Solution / Release Train Engineers

Lean Portfolio Management

This course is beneficial to organizations wishing to do more with less. In this course, we focus on the
mindset behind Lean, Lean thinking and Agile. Beyond theory, we also provide real-world practices and
techniques to make organization more effective. Organization will attain Agility across the entire
organization to keep pace with such an unpredictable and fast-moving world. We offer this training as
either a 1, 2, or 3-day event with subsequent days exploring more in-depth topics to become a true change
agent within the organization.
This offering is ideally suited for those in roles like:
• C-Level, Executives, VPs, and Directors
• Portfolio, Program, and Project Managers
• Agile & Lean Coaches

Boot Camps / Workshops

Our boot camps and workshops are design as a fast track immersion course that will help jumpstart or
reenergize any Agile transformation or scaling efforts. These courses range from 1-3 days.

Agile Boot Camp

This course takes you through the entire Agile journey history of waterfall to maturation of Agile
including scaling, DevSecOps, and Continuous Delivery. For a more concrete understanding of principles,
methods, and techniques, we will also take you through ideation of requirements, delivery, and postproduction.

Scaling Boot Camp

In this course, we seek to fills gaps, address challenges, and introduce other realisms in scaling across the
entire enterprise. These include planning, budgeting, reporting, development, quality, and a vast number
of non-functional requirements. Organizations will be able to reduce cost, waste, and risk by reducing
their learning curve while increasing customer and employee satisfaction.

Agile / Scrum Reset Workshop

This fast-paced, interactive 1-day workshop provides an opportunity for organization to focus on
developing an Agile-mindset and learn about the challenges that we have seen, over the years, to
optimize the way they deliver value.

These offerings are ideally suited for those in roles like:
• C-Level, Executives, VPs, and Directors accountable for Agile engagements
• Portfolio, Program, and Project Managers responsible for Agile engagements
• Scrum Masters
• Product Owners
• Release Train Engineers
• Agile Business / Systems Analysts
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Experience

disruptiveOps personnel have significant experience with Agile, DevSecOps, financial, and operational
transformations in the private sector, US federal agencies, and foreign government organizations. Our
people have experience in several federal and private organizations, including offices within the CIO, CFO,
and mission programs.
Our functional experience spans both technical and business operations:
• Agile / DevSecOps Assessments
• Agile / DevSecOps Transformations
• Coaching
• IT Portfolio, Program, and Project management
• Spend analysis for organizational transformation, reducing contract spend, etc.
• Training / Workshops
Department of Commerce
Department of Defense

Department of Health and Human Services

Department of the Treasury

Department of Transportation

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
Department of the Navy
U.S. Marine Corps

Health Resources and Services Administration
National Institutes of Health
o National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute
o National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases
o Office of Extramural Research
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
Financial Crimes Enforcement Network
Internal Revenue Service
Office of Foreign Assets Control
Treasury Classified Information System
Federal Aviation Administration
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Commercial Experience

disruptiveOps, Inc.
https://www.disruptiveOps.com
info@disruptiveOps.com

Corporate
690 S Highway 89, Suite 200
Box 7414
Jackson, WY 83002

Washington, DC
12410 Milestone Center Drive
Suite 600
Germantown, MD 20876
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